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Wild-caught fish populations
targeted by MSC-certified
fisheries have higher
relative abundance than
non-MSC populations

Michael C. Melnychuk1,2*, Alessio Veneziano1, Samantha Lees1,
Jennifer Rasal1, Lauren M. Koerner1, Peter Hair1,
David Costalago1, Daniel Hively2, Ernesto Jardim1

and Catherine Longo1

1Marine Stewardship Council, London, United Kingdom, 2School of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences,
University of Washington, Seattle, WA, United States
Requirements for a fishery to achieve Marine Stewardship Council (MSC)

certification include demonstrating that targeted populations (‘MSC stocks’)

are fished at sustainable levels. The credibility of this claim can be evaluated by

comparing estimated abundance of MSC stocks to benchmarks based on

sustainability criteria. Additionally, to evaluate whether MSC certification

provides a meaningful distinction, the sustainability status of MSC stocks can

be compared with that of populations without a linked certificate (‘non-MSC

stocks’). It is expected that MSC stocks aremore likely to bemaintained at levels

of high abundance relative to sustainability benchmarks compared to non-MSC

stocks. Similarly, it is expected that MSC stocks are less likely to become

overfished, and if they do become overfished, that fisheries are incentivised to

aid in their rebuilding to avoid suspension of certification. We compare

published biomass estimates relative to biological reference points between

MSC stocks and non-MSC stocks of wild-caught marine fish and invertebrate

species around the world. These are observational data, and though we control

for the propensity of certification, certification is not independent of relative

biomass and therefore we describe associations rather than causal influences.

Individual stocks from both groups were highly variable in relative biomass

trends over the past two decades, with substantial overlap in the distributions of

MSC and non-MSC stocks. In recent years (2014-2018), MSC stocks had, on

average, greater biomass relative to biomass at maximum sustainable yield

(BMSY) than non-MSC stocks. MSC stocks were also less frequently overfished

compared to non-MSC stocks, with estimated biomass below a limit reference

point (Blim) for 9% of MSC stocks and for 26-33% of non-MSC stocks. Eight MSC

stocks currently or previously certified and defined as overfished in 2017 or

2018 had previously entered the program based on scientific advice available at

the time indicating they were fished within sustainable limits. Subsequently,

when revised stock assessments estimated the biomass to be lower than
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previously thought, fisheries for those stocks were suspended from certification.

Together, these results suggest that eco-certification is associated with a credible

claim on sustainable stock status and provides a useful distinction from other

seafood. Further, our results show how the rare exceptions to this pattern may

arise from retrospective changes in scientific advice.
KEYWORDS

Marine Stewardship Council, stock status, sustainable fishing, marine conservation,
overfishing, retrospective bias, eco-labelling, propensity score (PS)
Introduction

Eco-certification and eco-labelling programs are market-

driven incentive mechanisms to achieve positive societal and

environmental outcomes (ISEAL, 2014; Komives et al., 2018). In

the case of seafood products, the Marine Stewardship Council

(MSC) is a leading global organisation with an established set of

processes and requirements (hereafter, ‘the Standard’) against

which fisheries can apply to be audited to demonstrate

adherence (MSC, 2018). The theory of change underlying

programs like the MSC assumes that producers will make any

changes necessary to align with the sustainability requirements

of the eco-certification standard in order to achieve a distinctive

recognition that secures new market opportunities or price

premiums, improves their reputation (Roheim et al., 2018;

Arton et al., 2020), and strengthens their license to operate

(Robinson et al., 2021). These changes often entail active

involvement of fishers and other stakeholders in lobbying for

management change (Foley and McCay, 2014; Gutiérrez and

Morgan, 2015) and in fostering compliance (Longo et al., 2021)

to accelerate entry into the program. Once certified, fisheries

must demonstrate continued compliance to the Standard in

order to remain certified. The Standard covers a range of

requirements, among which is that populations (or ‘stocks’)

targeted by MSC-certified fisheries must be fished within

biologically sustainable limits (MSC, 2018).

The power of eco-labelling programs to deliver change relies

on trust from consumers and stakeholders that the ecolabel is a

credible indicator that the product meets the sustainability

characteristics claimed (Roheim et al., 2018). The credibility of

the claim around sustainable stock status for MSC-certified

fisheries can be evaluated with independent data to confirm

they meet requirements set in the Standard (ISEAL, 2014). But to

provide added market value, it is not enough to be credible. In

addition, a label needs to reflect attributes that are important to

consumers and that are not necessarily found in unlabelled

products. Consumers and supply chains value the ability to

differentiate certified products because of a greater expectation

of sustainable fishing practices compared to non-certified
02
seafood. Previous critiques have been raised about the MSC

program’s credibility and relevance (e.g., Christian et al., 2013;

Opitz et al., 2016; le Manach et al., 2020); here we address these

concepts as they apply to the abundance of fish populations

evaluated under MSC certificates.

Given the requirement of sustainable fishing to achieve and

maintain MSC certification, one might expect that stocks targeted

by MSC-certified fisheries (hereafter, ‘MSC stocks’) should be at

abundance levels and under fishing pressures that are likely to

ensure long-term sustainability of fishing activities. Similarly, on

average one might expect the sustainability status of these stocks

to be preferable compared to stocks targeted by fleets lacking

certification (hereafter, ‘non-MSC stocks’). In fisheries, criteria for

identifying ‘sustainable’ status are well established (e.g., Hilborn

and Walters, 1992; Mace, 1994; Restrepo et al., 1998; Worm et al.,

2009; Rice, 2014). Estimated abundance over time (typically

expressed as biomass, B, or the total weight of a segment of a

population) is benchmarked against a biological reference point,

BBRP; their ratio B/BBRP is referred to as ‘relative biomass’. Some

biomass reference points represent limits (Blim) that are meant to

be avoided; these thresholds are defined differently among

management agencies (Hilborn, 2020), and include the level

below which a fish stock is considered to be overfished (Methot

et al., 2014) or the level below which recruitment is impaired

(MSC, 2018; ICES, 2021a). If biomass falls below Blim, a range of

management actions may be triggered including the

implementation of a rebuilding plan or a moratorium on all

targeted fishing. Other biomass reference points reflect

management targets for maintaining productive populations

that can be fished sustainably. These targets are often related to

maximum sustainable yield (MSY) or proxies for MSY (Mace,

1994; FAO, 1995); the equilibrium biomass expected to result

from catching MSY annually is denoted as BMSY. Population

abundance commonly fluctuates over time as a result of both

fishing and environmental conditions, and fishing pressure can be

adjusted annually so that abundance fluctuates around BMSY or

other targets and usually avoids depletion below Blim.

Previous studies have compared relative biomass between

MSC stocks non-MSC stocks (Froese and Proelss, 2012;
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Gutiérrez et al., 2012; MSC, 2016; Opitz et al., 2016; MSC, 2017).

However, these were based on data from an earlier period of the

MSC program, which has since expanded annually to cover a

greater number and diversity of fisheries around the world

(Figure 1). As of March 2021, there were 1325 active ‘Units of

certification’ [UoC, which are unique combinations of target

stock, fishing method/gear and fishing practice including vessel

(s)] in 55 countries, representing 14% of the world’s wild marine

catch certified to the Standard (MSC, 2021). In addition, another

158 UoCs (and 3% of catch) were under suspension. Over the

last decade, the number of stocks with quantitative assessments

estimating relative biomass that have been assembled into a

publicly-available database (Ricard et al., 2012; RAMLDB, 2021)

has also greatly increased (Figure 1). The RAMLDB contains

contributed data from scientists around the world, and is not

assembled by MSC or any affiliated entity. This provides an

independent dataset to validate whether MSC stocks indeed

meet the requirements set out in the Standard, i.e., the credibility

of the MSC claim. At the same time, it may be used to validate

whether these stocks depart from the average status of non-MSC

stocks in the same regions (and therefore subject to similar

management regimes), i.e., the relevance of the MSC claim.

In this study, we explore stock status data associated with

MSC certification. We compare relative biomass estimates

between MSC stocks and non-MSC stocks. First, to evaluate a

current snapshot of population abundance in relation to

overfished thresholds, we quantify the frequency of biomass

falling below limit reference points and compare this frequency

between MSC and non-MSC stocks in year 2018 (this year was
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
selected to balance a trade-off of recency and availability of

biomass estimates across geographic regions, as more recent

assessments for stocks in some regions were limited.). Second,

to establish if MSC stocks better adhere to the management target

than non-MSC stocks, we compare relative biomass trajectories

between MSC stocks and non-MSC stocks for the period 2000-

2018, representing the history of the MSC program. A subsequent

comparison, designed to gain a recent snapshot of such dynamic

fluctuations, involves comparing relative biomass between MSC

stocks and non-MSC stocks in 2018. Finally, we investigate some

of the causes and consequences of the rare occurrences when

biomass of MSC stocks fell below the overfished threshold. These

analyses rely on observational data. We attempt to control for the

self-selection offisheries into the ‘MSC stock’ group by accounting

for the propensity of stocks to be linked to certified fisheries, but

given the potential for influential factors in common, we do not

aim to demonstrate a casual effect of MSC certification on stock

status. Nevertheless, comparing stock status measures between

MSC stocks and non-MSC stocks may reveal differences between

them in sustainability criteria that form the basis for the claim of

distinction associated with the MSC ecolabel.
Materials and methods

Principles of the MSC Fisheries Standard

The three Principles of the Standard (MSC, 2018) require

that fishing operations:
FIGURE 1

Growth of Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) program and RAM Legacy Stock Assessment Database (RAMLDB) over two decades. RAMLDB
counts (reds; on left axis) show the end-of-year number of stocks with available catch data and number of stocks with B/BMSY time series
available. MSC series (blues) show (on right axis) the end-of-year number of UoCs (which are the units evaluated separately under a certificate,
identified by the target stock combined with the fishing method/gear and fishing practice, including vessel(s), pursuing that stock) and (on left
axis) number of stocks in analyses here that are linked to ≥1 UoCs.
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Fron
(1) must be conducted in a manner that does not lead to

over-fishing or depletion of the exploited populations

and, for those populations that are depleted, the fishery

must be conducted in a manner that demonstrably leads

to their recovery;

(2) should allow for the maintenance of the structure,

productivity, function and diversity of the ecosystem

(including habitat and associated dependent and

ecologically related species) on which the fishery

depends; and

(3) is subject to an effective management system that

respects local, national and international laws and

standards and incorporates institutional and

operational frameworks that require use of the

resource to be responsible and sustainable.
These principles were designed to operationalise the

guidelines laid out in the United Nations Food and

Agriculture Organisation’s (FAO) Code of Conduct for

Responsible Fisheries (FAO, 1995), and were informed by

what are considered established best practices based on expert

advice and broad stakeholder consultations. These principles are

continuously updated through a Fisheries Standard Review

process which involves public consultation, in compliance with

FAO Guidelines on Ecolabeling (FAO, 2009) and the assurance

code of the International Social and Environmental

Accreditation and Labelling Alliance (ISEAL, 2014).

This study mainly focuses on one specific aspect of Principle

1—the biomass of individual target stocks with respect to

benchmark reference points set by management agencies on

the basis of sustainable harvesting criteria. This focus aligns with

requirements under Principle 3 because effective management

systems are usually required to maintain or restore stocks to

sustainable levels, but this study does not explicitly address those

management systems, nor other criteria such as dispute

resolution mechanisms, stakeholder involvement in decision-

making, or wider ecosystem-level considerations (MSC, 2018).
Classifying MSC and non-MSC stocks

The unit of observation in this study is the biological ‘stock’,

a marine fish or invertebrate population as defined in a stock

assessment involving a population model. A stock usually

consists of individuals of a single species over a defined area of

distribution but may occasionally involve a group of closely-

related species. Stocks are not themselves certified by MSC, but a

fishery targeting one or more stocks may apply to be certified by

a third party against the Standard. The term ‘fishery’ here is used

to refer to a self-identified group of harvesters associated with a

MSC certificate, often belonging to defined producer

associations and, where applicable, a specific list of vessels.
tiers in Marine Science 04
This definition differs from that used in other contexts, where

‘fishery’ can refer more broadly to the whole fleet fishing a

certain species in a particular region, with vessels varying by year

or season, and may even include the first buyers or processors

involved. A UoC is essentially the intersection of a stock and a

fishery; a single stock may be linked to multiple MSC fisheries

and a single MSC fishery may target multiple stocks.

Though all UoCs with a valid MSC certificate are considered

sustainable, there may be improvements required once certified.

If a UoC of a fishery meets the MSC minimum sustainability

requirements but not yet ‘best practice’ requirements for a

particular ‘Performance Indicator’ within the Standard, it

receives conditional certification, whereby it must take action

to meet best practice within a specified time or its certification

will be suspended. If a ‘condition’ is assigned, the fishery’s

progress will be regularly evaluated at yearly surveillance

audits conducted by independent conformity assessment

bodies. If the requirement is not subsequently met, or if for

any other reason the UoC of the fishery is deemed to have fallen

out of compliance with the MSC requirements for certification, it

becomes ‘suspended’ until the issue is rectified. During

suspension, a fishery is no longer able to apply the MSC

ecolabel to the products of the UoC(s). If the requirements

of the Standard are again met by the fishery, the suspension

ends and the fishery is again eligible to potentially have its target

stock(s) displaying the ecolabel. Reasons for conditions being

assigned or suspensions starting may involve any of the

indicators under the Standard. In this study, we consider

conditions and suspensions under Principles 1 and 3.

Occasionally fisheries withdraw from the MSC program while

under suspension, to avoid a suspension, or for unrelated

reasons. Even though they are not eligible to carry the

ecolabel, we treat stocks linked to suspended or withdrawn

fisheries as ‘MSC stocks’ to avoid survivorship biases when

comparing against non-MSC stocks. Conditions of certification

related to P1 or P3 are common, but suspensions related to P1 or

P3 and withdrawals from the program are relatively rare

(Supplementary Table 1).

To be considered a ‘MSC stock’, the biological stock under

consideration had to be targeted by at least one fishery with

active MSC certification, suspended certification, or previous

certification before withdrawing from the program. Here,

‘targeted’ refers to the stock being listed as a UoC of the

fishery rather than to a classification of targeting behaviour.

We do not account for the proportion of a stock’s catch that is

caught by one or more MSC fisheries, but instead assume that

any catch by MSC fisheries is sufficient to designate it as a ‘MSC

stock’. These stocks are audited under Principle 1 of the

Standard, and those with active certification are eligible to

carry the MSC ecolabel on seafood products. In contrast, ‘non-

MSC stocks’ are targeted by fisheries with no previous history

with the MSC and are not eligible to carry the ecolabel.

Information used in this study regarding a stock’s MSC
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certification history included: (i) the year of MSC certification, or

first year of certification if multiple fisheries were linked to the

stock; (ii) the presence of MSC conditions on Principles 1 or 3;

(iii) whether any MSC fisheries linked to the stock were under

suspension related to Principles 1 or 3; and (iv) whether any

fisheries linked to the stock withdrew from the MSC program.
1 https://cfree.shinyapps.io/ramlsb_viewer/.

2 https://fien/en/fisheries/.

3 https://www.ices.dk/data/assessment-tools/Pages/stock-

information-database.aspx.
Biomass data sources

Stock biomass data were primarily drawn from the RAM

Legacy Stock Assessment Database version 4.495 ‘mdl’

(RAMLDB, 2021), a compilation of stock assessment outputs

from around the world. Stock assessments are typically

conducted by national or regional government agencies or

advisory bodies commissioned by these agencies and are

usually publicly available. In addition to estimated time series

of stock biomass, biological reference points for biomass are also

commonly estimated in stock assessments. Commonly-used

target reference points include MSY-based reference points

(BMSY), proxies for BMSY, or other types of reference points

specified as targets for fisheries management (Bmgt). In contrast,

limit reference points (Blim) are meant to be avoided. Some

management agencies may treat BMSY as a limit which provides a

more precautionary buffer, though it is more commonly treated

as a target (Hilborn, 2020). If stock biomass drops below Blim, it

is typically considered to be overfished or at risk of impaired

recruitment, although specific thresholds used to represent Blim
or to denote ‘overfished’ vary among regions and management

agencies (Mace, 1994; Lassen et al., 2014; Methot et al., 2014;

Rice, 2014; Hilborn, 2020). For stocks that have both BMSY and

Bmgt values available, our main analysis preferentially uses BMSY

values as the target for consistency with the Standard. Sensitivity

analysis 1, described below, instead preferentially uses Bmgt

values. For stocks that have only one value available for BMSY

or Bmgt, that is assumed as the target.

In some cases, BMSY or other management targets are not

estimated or presented in the original stock assessments. To

increase the available sample size of stocks, our analysis relied on

the ‘model-fits’ version of RAMLDB, in which missing reference

points are estimated post-hoc with the use of surplus production

models fit to catch and biomass time series from assessments.

This procedure has been described extensively elsewhere (Worm

et al., 2009; Hilborn et al., 2020; Melnychuk et al., 2020;

Melnychuk et al., 2021). Quality-control checks and cross-

validations ensure that estimated values of BMSY are reasonable

compared to those estimated within the assessment process.

Conducting this post-hoc estimation procedure provides

reference points for more stocks than would be available if

instead only those with estimates directly from stock

assessments were used (Figure 1); in our analysis, this results

in approximately 7% more stocks. Sensitivity analysis 2,

described below, does not use these post-hoc reference point
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
estimates, instead using the ‘asmt’ (assessment-only) version of

RAMLDB. Neither the ‘asmt’ nor ‘mdl’ versions of RAMLDB

contain estimates of uncertainty in either biomass time series or

biomass reference points. We treat the outputs of stock

assessments as input data known without error, and we

acknowledge the criticisms of this common practice (e.g.,

Brooks and Deroba, 2015; Thorson et al., 2015).

Stocks in RAMLDB were matched to MSC fisheries

(specifically, to the corresponding UoC of a fishery), including

MSC fisheries with suspended certification or those that have

withdrawn. The matching was based on species name (common

and scientific names, including synonyms), the stock’s

geographic area, and the areas in which the fisheries targeting

the stock operate. Matching of geographic areas was visually

aided by accessing the RAM Legacy Stock Boundary Database1

(Free et al., 2019). For information related to the fishery (or

fisheries) targeting a stock and its areas of operation, we used

MSC databases and fishery assessment documents available on

the MSC ‘Track a fishery’ website2. RAMLDB stocks with a MSC

fishery linkage are considered ‘MSC stocks’; approximately half

the MSC stocks were linked to a single certified fishery while the

other half were linked to two or more certified fisheries

(Supplementary Table 2). All other RAMLDB stocks were

considered ‘non-MSC stocks’ (Supplementary Table 3).

After matching, information regarding a stock’s MSC

certification history was assigned to MSC stocks, including any

condition or suspension related to Principles 1 or 3 in any years

up to and including 2018. The year 2018 was also the last year of

time series included in most analyses here (to balance recency

with data availability, as stated earlier). To overcome the absence

of recent data (through 2018) for some of the stocks in

RAMLDB, we complemented the dataset with biomass time

series and corresponding reference point values from external

sources. First, the ICES Advice 2020 stock assessment outputs3

(International Council for the Exploration of the Sea; ICES,

2021b) were added for assessments that were not already

incorporated into RAMLDB. Second, to broaden geographic

representation, data for 12 stocks (from USA, South Africa, and

high seas Regional Fisheries Management Organisations) with

outdated assessments in RAMLDB were manually supplemented

by more recent data from their latest available stock assessments.

To avoid selection biases, no additional stocks were considered

beyond those in RAMLDB, even if available stock assessments

from other sources were identified.

The MSC Standard allows for ecosystem considerations in

the certification of select species identified as ‘key low trophic
frontiersin.org
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level’ (‘key LTL’4) because of their functional role within food

webs (MSC, 2018). If stocks are designated as key LTL during

assessment, then more conservative target and limit reference

points are required. Only three MSC stocks included in this

study were assessed as key LTL (Supplementary Table 2). We did

not modify any RAMLDB-derived reference points for these

stocks to ensure equal treatment of MSC stocks and non-

MSC stocks.
Conversion of biological reference points

Reference points BMSY and Blim are not available for all

stocks in RAMLDB, as they are not always provided in stock

assessments. Various proxies are often used to represent BMSY,

or specified targets Bmgt, so most stocks in RAMLDB have an

estimate of BMSY or a proxy available. If a value of BMSY was not

available but a value of Bmgt was available, we filled in the

missing value of BMSY with Bmgt given that these both typically

represent management targets. Further, as noted above, if values

of BMSY and Bmgt from assessments were both missing, these

were supplemented by estimates from post-hoc surplus

production model fits. In contrast, availability of Blim estimates

is more limited. To fill in missing estimates of BMSY when only

Blim was available, or (more commonly) to fill in missing

estimates of Blim when only BMSY was available, we converted

one from the other as:

BMSY = 2Blim (1a)

Blim = 0:5BMSY (1b)

This conversion allows for increased sample size but should

be considered an approximation of the actual relationship

between BMSY and Blim. Restrepo et al. (1998) described the

association between a minimum stock size threshold and BMSY

as they pertain to usage in a MSY-based harvest control rule, and

this assumed relationship of BMSY being twice Blim has been used

previously (Rayns, 2007; Agnew et al., 2013). However, this is

not an exact relationship; in cases where BMSY and Blim are both

estimated in a given stock assessment, the actual relationship

between them varies around the assumed factor of 0.5 (ranging

from near 0.1 to >1 for some stocks, but generally centred near

0.5). Further, fisheries management agencies around the world

use different conventions for the specific types of reference

points (e.g. B35%, B40%, 0.2B0) that are used to represent targets

and limits, which adds to the variability in any quantified

relationship between the values of these targets and limits.

Despite the variability in conventions used, this conversion or

related conversions (International Council for the Exploration of
4 key LTL designations apply in Performance Indicator 1.1.1A, SA 2.2.12

of the MSC Certification Requirements.
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the Sea; ICES, 2021a) are often considered to be reasonable

approximations for the relationship between BMSY (or other

targets) and Blim. Below, we address the sensitivity of our results

to the conversions in Equation 1. Sensitivity analysis 3 considers

alternative values to the assumed conversion factor of 0.5 (or 2),

ranging from 0.2 to 0.8. Sensitivity analysis 4 omits conducting

these conversions altogether.

In the case of stocks from Northeast Atlantic waters assessed

by the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea

(ICES), a common reference point used in assessments is ‘MSY

Btrigger’. This is defined as the 5th percentile of the equilibrium

biomass distribution if fishing at FMSY (ICES, 2021a), which can

be interpreted as the threshold above which a stock can be

considered to be ‘fluctuating around BMSY’
5. Use of the 5th

percentile implies that this reference point type is below

various proxies for BMSY typically estimated in other regions,

which would be nearer to the 50th percentile. For ICES-assessed

stocks, values of BMSY used in analyses were therefore based

instead on conversions from Blim estimates using Equation 1a.
Data filtering

Three different focal periods for biomass analyses were

considered for three separate portions of our analysis that

compare MSC stocks with non-MSC stocks (Table 1). For

consistency within each of these portions, only stocks with

data available across the full range of years for the focal period

were included. This requirement for available biomass data

through 2018 constrained sample size (because across stocks,

the last year of available data typically tapers off as some

assessments are not regularly updated), but as noted above, it

also provides a more recent time period for comparison than if

an earlier cut-off year was used instead. The first and third

portions of the analysis involved a 5-year period for visual

summaries, ending in 2018, and a single year (2018) for

statistical analyses (Table 1). For all portions, only stocks

linked to fisheries that had been first certified by 2020 were

included as MSC stocks. Note that MSC certification in years

2019 or 2020 could follow the last year of biomass data (2018).

This allowed for including stocks linked to fisheries that entered

assessment for MSC certification in advance of the actual date

they became certified.

Stocks linked to a fishery under suspension related to

Principles 1 or 3 in years leading up to and including 2018

were included among the MSC stocks. Some of these stocks are

linked to fisheries still under suspension, some are linked to

fisheries previously suspended but now once again certified, and

others are linked to fisheries that withdrew from the program
5 https://mscportal.force.com/interpret/s/article/Scoring-stock-

status-against-Bmsy-for-ICES-stocks-PI-1-1-1-1527262010506.
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(Supplementary Table 4). Even though they are not eligible to

carry the MSC ecolabel while under suspension, including these

stocks for comparisons with non-MSC stocks avoids data

filtering biases given that reasons for suspensions are often

correlated with relative biomass of targeted stocks. Likewise, if

a fishery withdrew from the MSC program before or during the

focal period for analyses, the stock linked to the fishery was still

considered to be a MSC stock to avoid the potential for

survivorship bias.

After filtering, sample sizes ranged from 81-82 MSC stocks

and from 93-95 non-MSC stocks, dependent on the range of

years considered in each portion of the analysis (Table 1).

Sampled stocks were assumed to be representative of the

global variability of scientifically assessed stocks, i.e. those with

historical trends in abundance estimated by fitting a population

dynamics model to catch and abundance index data, and often

estimating biological reference points related to productivity.

The regions considered here (before pooling, see below) were the

same as those presented in a recent summary of stock status for

assessed populations around the world (Hilborn et al., 2020).

Although some regions (Figure 2; Supplementary Figure 1A) or

FAO Major Fishing Areas (Supplementary Figure 1B) were

represented only by MSC stocks or by non-MSC stocks, in

general most regions included both MSC stocks and non-MSC

stocks. We included data from all regions to maintain a large and

geographically diverse sample size. In sensitivity analysis 5,

described below, we instead exclude regions that were not

represented by stocks in both groups. Stocks included in

analyses in both MSC (Supplementary Table 2) and non-MSC

(Supplementary Table 3) groups covered a range of taxonomic
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
groups, were fished by diverse gear types, and spanned a wide

range of fishery sizes in terms of landed tonnage.
Statistical analyses

We used generalised linear mixed-effects models (Bates et al.,

2015) to compare relative biomass variables betweenMSC stocks

and non-MSC stocks, treating region as a random effect. In

conducting these comparisons, we account for the propensity of

stocks to be linked to one or more MSC-certified fisheries,

aiming to control for self-selection bias, i.e. for the non-

random assignment of stocks into the ‘MSC stocks’ group

(Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983), an issue commonly

encountered in meta-analyses across populations (Thorson

et al., 2015). Accounting for the propensity of certification

does not eliminate the problem of non-independence between

certification and relative biomass, but it aims to separate any

actual influence of certification that may exist from associations

that are confounded by self-selection bias. Similar to the

approach taken by Melnychuk et al. (2012), we first estimate

‘MSC propensity scores’ of individual stocks and then include

these propensity scores as a covariate in later regression models

when comparing relative biomass between groups. To ensure

sufficient sample sizes within regions, as well as to ensure

representation of both groups in all regions, original region

assignments (Supplementary Figure 1A) were pooled prior to

analyses (Bolker et al., 2009). Canada’s east and west coasts were

pooled into a single region ‘Canada’, while original regions

‘Japan’, ‘Pacific Ocean’, ‘Southern Africa’, ‘US East Coast’, and
TABLE 1 Sample size of stocks in statistical analyses and visual summaries.

Analysis Motivation Years
considered

MSC stocks Non-MSC stocks

1) Comparison between MSC
stocks and non-MSC stocks in
the frequency of stocks with
biomass below limit reference
point, B < Blim (Figures 3 and
4A, B)

Test for differences in
the proportions of
stocks with biomass
considered ‘overfished’

2014-2018
(visual summary)

2018
(analysis)

81

82

95

95

2) Comparison between MSC
stocks and non-MSC stocks of
B/BMSY trends for individual
stocks (Figure 6)

Examine variability of
individual stocks and
patterns differentiating
MSC and non-MSC
groups

2000-2018
(visual summary)

81 93

3) Comparison between MSC
stocks and non-MSC stocks of
B/BMSY distributions across
stocks (Figures 7 and 4C, D)

Test for differences in
the distributions of
biomass around target
biomass

2014-2018
(visual summary)

2018
(analysis)

81

82

95

95
Portions 1-3 of the analysis require biomass data availability for the full range of years considered within the specific visual summary or statistical analysis, thus sample size varies with
different years considered.
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‘Atlantic Ocean’ were pooled into a single ‘other’ region. This

resulted in six pooled regions with 19-67 stocks in each region

and at least some representation by both MSC and non-

MSC groups.

MSC propensity scores (e) were estimated for each of 177

stocks (82 MSC stocks and 95 non-MSC stocks) using a mixed-

effects logistic regression model. Predictor variables

hypothesised to potentially influence the probability of stock j

being linked to MSC-certified fisheries included: catch weight of

the stock (average over all available years 2000-2018 in

RAMLDB, and occasionally estimating weights from catch

numbers multiplied by average body weight); ex-vessel price at

the global species level (for year 2010, estimated by Melnychuk

et al. (2017)); region; and taxonomic group. Taxonomic groups

were based on FAO’s International standard statistical

classification of aquatic animals and plants (ISSCAAP groups),

and were also pooled to ensure sufficient sample sizes within

each of six groups. Original groups ‘Tunas, bonitos, billfishes’

and ‘Miscellaneous pelagic fishes’ were pooled into ‘other pelagic

fishes’, and original groups ‘King crabs, squat-lobsters’,

‘Miscellaneous coastal fishes’, ‘Sharks, rays, chimaeras’, and

‘Shrimps, prawns ’ were pooled into ‘other fish and

invertebrates’. Original groups ‘Cods, hakes, haddocks’,

‘Flounders, halibuts, soles’, ‘Herrings, sardines, anchovies’, and

‘Miscellaneous demersal fishes’ each had sufficient observations

without pooling. Log of catch (C) and log of price (P) were

treated as fixed effects while region (R) and taxonomic group (T)
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
were modelled as crossed random effects:

log
e

1 − e

� �
j
= b0 + b1 logCj + b2 log Pj + bRj

+ bTj
+ ϵj (2a)

bRj
  eN 0,s 2

R

� �
(2b)

bTj
  eN 0,s 2

T

� �
(2c)

ϵj e  N 0,s 2� �
(2d)

Random intercepts for region bRj
(2b) and taxonomic group

bTj
(2c) allow for variability around the overall intercept b0 .

Within-group error ϵj (2d) is assumed to be normally-

distributed in logit space and independent of the random

effects. Model fits to binary data (MSC = 1, non-MSC = 0)

provide estimated MSC propensity scores ej , representing the

conditional probability of stock j being a MSC stock given its

values of catch, price, region, and taxonomic group. Original

regions and taxonomic groups of stocks are listed in

Supplementary Tables 2 and 3.

Next, we used two models to compare relative biomass

between MSC stocks and non-MSC stocks while including as a

covariate the estimated MSC propensity score for each stock.

The first model, corresponding to portion 1 of the analysis listed

in Table 1, quantified the proportion of stocks in each group

with estimated biomass greater than Blim in 2018. This
FIGURE 2

Geographic coverage of MSC stocks (n = 82) and non-MSC stocks (n = 95) included in analyses. Data points show approximate centroids of
stock distribution areas (most from Free et al., 2019), jittered to reduce visual overlap.
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categorises the numerical ratio B/Blim into successes (B > Blim)

and failures (B < Blim). This model assumed a logit-link in which

p is the probability of success for stock j:

log
p

1 − p

� �
j
= b0 + b1,Groupj + b2ej + bRj

+ ϵj (3a)

bRj
  eN 0,s 2

R

� �
(3b)

ϵj e  N 0,s 2� �
(3c)

The second model, corresponding to portion 3 of the

analysis in Table 1, compared B/BMSY estimates in 2018

between groups. This model assumed a log-link:

log
B

BMSY

� �
j
= b0 + b1,Groupj + b2ej + bRj

+ ϵj (4a)

bRj
  eN 0,s 2

R

� �
(4b)

ϵj e  N 0,s 2� �
(4c)

In both models, coefficient b1 is the key estimated parameter

which reflects potential differences between groups

(parameterized such that it represents the difference of the

MSC group relative to the baseline non-MSC group).

Coefficient b2 is also of interest, representing the influence

attributed to the propensity of MSC certification (rather than

to the difference between MSC and non-MSC groups per se). In

both models, propensity scores ej were standardized by

subtracting the mean propensity across 177 stocks (0.463) so

that the overall intercept b0 represents the best-fit estimate for

non-MSC stocks in 2018 at mean MSC propensity, either in logit

space (3a) or log space (4a). A region-level random intercept bRj

(3b 4b) allows for variability around the overall intercept b0, with
stocks j nested within regions. Within-group error ϵj is assumed

to be normally-distributed in either logit space (3c) or log space

(4c) and independent of the random effect.

Fitted values were extracted from both models (Equations 3

and 4), which accounted for the estimated MSC propensity of

individual observations (Equation 2) and the group and regional

assignments of observations. Fitted values were used for visual

comparisons between MSC and non-MSC groups as well as to

show the relationship between observed data and model fits.
Sensitivity analyses

We consider five alternative assumptions for the treatment

of input data. For each of these sensitivity analyses, we repeat the

statistical analyses described above for portions 1 and 3 of the

analysis (Table 1), and we compare the results to the

corresponding results from the main analysis, in particular
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estimates of b1 (Equations 3a and 4a). The sensitivity analyses

considered were:

Sensitivity 1—Stated management targets instead of MSY-

based values as target reference points

In the main analysis, BMSY values from RAMLDB were used

preferentially in cases where both BMSY and Bmgt values were

available. In this sensitivity analysis, the specified targets Bmgt are

instead preferred. For portion 1 of the analysis, this means that

missing values of Blim are instead converted from Bmgt (Equation

1b). The number of stocks does not change in this sensitivity

analysis because if only one of the reference points BMSY and

Bmgt was available, it was assumed as the target.

Sensitivity 2—Omission of supplemented reference point

estimates from post-hoc model fits

The main analysis uses the extended version of RAMLDB

(‘mdl-fits’) in which missing values of BMSY are estimated post-

hoc. This sensitivity analysis instead uses the base version of

RAMLDB (‘asmt-only’), using only reference points drawn from

stock assessments. The number of stocks was reduced by 7%.

Sensitivity 3—Alternative assumptions for the assumed

conversion factor between BMSY and Blim
The main analysis uses an assumed conversion factor of 0.5

to fill in missing values of Blim from available values of BMSY (or

vice versa with a factor of 2; Equation 1). This sensitivity analysis

instead profiles over a series of alternative values for this

conversion factor: Sensitivity 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e and 3f instead

assume values of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8, respectively (or

values of 0.2-1, 0.3-1, 0.4-1, 0.6-1, 0.7-1 and 0.8-1 in the conversion

from Blim to BMSY). Sample size was not affected.

Sensitivity 4—Omission of converted reference point values

from BMSY or from Blim
In this sensitivity analysis, the conversions to fill in missing

values of reference points (Equation 1) were not applied. This

reduced sample size substantially, by 57% for portion 1 of the

analysis and by 41% for portion 3.

Sensitivity 5—Omission of original regions not represented

by both MSC and non-MSC stocks

In the main analysis, three original regions contained only

MSC stocks or only non-MSC stocks (Canada West Coast,

Japan, and Atlantic Ocean; Supplementary Figure 1), all of

which were subsequently pooled as described above. In this

sensitivity analysis, these regions were omitted prior to pooling.

This reduced the number of stocks by 14%.
Results

Propensity of MSC certification

Predicted MSC propensity scores ranged from 0.01-0.99 across

177 stocks, with overall mean of 0.463 and median of 0.418. As

expected, MSC propensity scores were higher on average for MSC

stocks (range 0.07-0.99, mean 0.68) than for non-MSC stocks
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(range 0.01-0.78, mean 0.27). MSC propensity scores were strongly

and positively associated with log average catch, but contrary to

expectations, were only weakly associated with log ex-vessel price

(Supplementary Table 5). Between the two random effects, region

was a stronger predictor of MSC group assignment than taxonomic

group, as evidenced by a larger estimated variance hyperparameter

(s 2
R = 2.46, s 2

T = 0.88). Among regions, MSC propensity scores

were greatest for stocks in Alaska and least for stocks in South

America, while among taxonomic groups, MSC propensity scores

were greatest for ‘other fish and invertebrates’ and least for ‘other

pelagic fishes’ (Supplementary Table 5).
Proportion of MSC stocks and non-MSC
stocks overfished

For each of the two groups (MSC and non-MSC), the

proportion of stocks with estimated biomass below the limit

reference point Blim is listed in Table 2 (years 2017 and 2018)

and shown in Figure 3 (years 2014-2018). Patterns were similar

across years. Almost all MSC stocks (73-75 of 82 stocks) had

biomass above Blim, whereas only about two thirds of non-MSC

stocks (64-70 of 95 stocks) had biomass above Blim. That is,

stocks considered to be overfished tended to be the ones that are

targeted by fisheries with no previous history with the MSC.

Mixed-effect model results showed statistical support for a

difference between groups, with biomass of MSC stocks less

commonly below the overfished threshold compared to non-MSC

stocks in 2018 (b1 = 1.15 ± 0.59, z = 1.97, p = 0.049; Table 3). In

contrast, the influence attributed to MSC propensity score was not

statistically significant (b2 = -0.22 ± 1.10, z = -0.20, p = 0.84). Unlike

the visual comparisons shown in Figure 3, this analysis controlled

for the propensity of certification and for region as a random effect.

Accounting for these, model predictions for the probabilities of

MSC stocks or non-MSC stocks with biomass above Blim
(Figures 4A, B) were consistent with observed binary

classifications for these groups (Table 2 and Figures 4A, B).

Group means of predicted probabilities showed a difference of

17.8 percentage points between groups (Table 3).
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Eight MSC stocks were estimated to have biomass below Blim
in years 2017 or 2018 (Table 2). These stocks, all from Northeast

Atlantic waters and assessed by ICES, were examined more

closely to identify the scientific information available at the time

of MSC certification. For five of these stocks, estimated B/Blim
was greater in the ICES advice available at the time of

certification than it was 3-11 years later in the 2020 ICES

advice for the corresponding (earlier) year (Figures 5A-E). For

these five stocks, estimated B/Blim had been >1 according to ICES

advice available at the time of MSC certification. Under the more

recent 2020 stock assessments, estimated B/Blim in the year of

certification was, in retrospect, estimated to be substantially < 1

for two stocks (C, D), slightly <1 for two stocks (A, B), and >1 for

one stock with rapidly-declining biomass (E). A different stock

had similar estimates of B/Blim available at the time of

certification as that estimated in 2020 for the corresponding
TABLE 2 Number and proportion of stocks with estimated biomass below limit reference point (B < Blim).

Certification status Year Number of stocks Number of stocks
with B < Blim

Proportion of stocks
with B < Blim

MSC stocks

2017 82 7 9%

2018 82 7 9%

Non-MSC stocks

2017 95 31 33%

2018 95 25 26%
Values are given for 2017 and 2018 and separated by MSC stocks and non-MSC stocks.
FIGURE 3

Proportion of MSC stocks (n = 81) and non-MSC stocks (n = 95)
with biomass below or above limit reference points in years
2014-2018. Darker shades reflect stocks with biomass below the
‘overfished’ threshold (B < Blim), and lighter shades reflect stocks
with biomass above Blim.
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earlier year, both with estimated biomass well above the limit

reference point (Figure 5F). Two stocks did not have biomass

reference points estimated in stock assessments prior to

certification, but indicators suggested the stocks were not

heavily fished at the time of certification (Figures 5G, H). All

eight of these stocks were linked to fishery UoCs that had

conditions of certification opened at the time of certification

or in years following, seven of these were linked to fishery UoCs

that were suspended after certification, and four of these were

linked to fishery UoCs that withdrew from the MSC program

while under suspension (Figure 5).

Trends in relative biomass of MSC stocks
and non-MSC stocks

Stocks in both the MSC and non-MSC groups had widely-

varying time series trajectories of B/BMSY over the period 2000-
Frontiers in Marine Science 11
2018 (Figure 6); note that the earlier years in this period for most

MSC stocks occurred prior to their year of certification

(Supplementary Table 2). For some stocks, B/BMSY remained

above target levels throughout the period, while for other stocks,

B/BMSY remained below the target of 1 or even below the

approximate overfished threshold of 0.5 throughout this

period. Occurrences of low biomass were more commonly

observed for non-MSC stocks but were also observed for some

MSC stocks (Figure 6). These results are consistent with the

frequencies of stocks falling below B/Blim shown in Figure 3, with

a greater proportion of non-MSC stocks at low biomass levels

compared to MSC stocks. In the few cases of MSC stocks with

low biomass, suspensions were commonly observed, in some

cases leading to the later withdrawal of linked fisheries from the

program (Figure 6). The interannual variability in biomass of

individual stocks as well as the number of stocks in each group

makes it challenging to visually identify clear persistent patterns
TABLE 3 Generalized linear mixed-effect model results from main analysis and sensitivity analyses for portion 1 of the analysis, comparing the
proportion of stocks with B > Blim in 2018 between MSC stocks and non-MSC stocks.

Metric Main
analysis

Sens.
1

Sens.
2

Sens.
3a

Sens.
3b

Sens.
3c

Sens.
3d

Sens.
3e

Sens.
3f

Sens.
4

Sens.
5

Number of stocks

MSC 82 82 80 82 82 82 82 82 82 46 81

Non-MSC 95 95 85 95 95 95 95 95 95 31 71

Coefficient estimates (± standard error)

b0 Estimate 1.29 1.29 1.30 2.23 1.66 1.41 1.08 0.81 0.55 1.91 1.01

SE 0.53 0.53 0.55 0.64 0.88 0.66 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.72 0.56

z-value 2.44 2.44 2.38 3.47 1.88 2.13 2.06 1.58 1.09 2.65 1.80

b1 Estimate
a

1.15 1.15 1.07 0.86 0.92 1.11 1.33 1.09 0.91 0.45 1.24

SE 0.59 0.59 0.60 0.69 0.63 0.59 0.58 0.51 0.48 0.91 0.60

z-value 1.97 1.97 1.79 1.24 1.45 1.89 2.30 2.11 1.91 0.49 2.08

b2 Estimate
b

-0.22 -0.22 -0.04 -0.42 -0.19 -0.24 -0.25 -0.33 0.41 -0.50 -0.20

SE 1.10 1.10 1.12 1.30 3.29 2.22 1.08 1.58 1.30 1.83 1.17

z-value -0.20 -0.20 -0.04 -0.32 -0.06 -0.11 -0.23 -0.21 0.32 -0.28 -0.17

Random effect conditional modes

Europe (EU) -0.29 -0.29 -0.28 -0.91 -0.53 -0.38 -0.26 -0.00 0.26 -0.47 -0.09

Europe (non-
EU)

0.57 0.57 0.56 0.14 0.42 0.52 0.66 0.90 1.06 0.36 0.71

US Alaska 0.94 0.94 0.86 0.65 0.84 0.90 0.99 0.80 0.56 – 1.03

Canada -0.52 -0.52 -0.68 -0.18 -0.58 -0.41 -0.56 -0.73 -0.62 0.10 -1.34

South
America

-0.07 -0.07 -0.03 -0.77 0.25 0.10 -0.36 -0.34 -0.64 – 0.13

Other
(pooled)

-0.63 -0.63 -0.43 -0.47 -0.41 -0.73 -0.48 -0.63 -0.62 – -0.45

Group means of back-transformed predicted probability of stocks with B > Blim in 2018

MSC 0.915 0.915 0.913 0.927 0.915 0.915 0.915 0.878 0.854 0.870 0.914

Non-MSC 0.737 0.737 0.741 0.874 0.800 0.758 0.695 0.642 0.558 0.839 0.718
frontiers
aReference group is non-MSC, thus b1 represents the MSC marginal effect relative to non-MSC stocks
bb2 represents the influence of MSC propensity score, with scores re-centred around mean prior to analysis
Fixed-effect coefficients and conditional modes of random effects are estimated in logit space (Equation 3).
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over time or to compare MSC stocks with non-MSC groups in

this figure. Next, we focus on the most recent five years within

this period.

Distributions of B/BMSY were summarised across stocks in

each of the two groups for years 2014-2018 (Figure 7).

Percentiles of this distribution are shown by sequential shading

levels, with median values overlaid. Within each group, the

distribution across stocks can be compared to the general

target (B/BMSY = 1) or to the level commonly used to define

‘overfished’ status in some regions (B/BMSY = 0.5, equivalent to

Blim under assumptions of Equation 1a). MSC stocks in the 50%

percentile interval (between 25th and 75th percentiles) remained

above B/BMSY = 0.8 (which in some other regions is used to

denote an ‘overfished’ level); the 25th percentile ranged between

0.83-0.90 and the 75th percentile ranged between 1.81-1.98 over

the five year period. In contrast, approximately half the non-

MSC stocks remained below B/BMSY = 0.8; the 25th percentile

ranged between 0.36-0.46 and the 75th percentile ranged between

1.35-1.47. The median MSC stock remained above B/BMSY = 1
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(range, 1.28-1.38) and the median non-MSC stock remained

below B/BMSY = 1 (range, 0.80-0.84) over this period (Figure 7).

Distributions across stocks were wide for both groups and

showed substantial overlap between MSC stocks and non-MSC

stocks. Nevertheless, the differences in the tails of the

distributions showed a similar shift as that observed for the

median: the upper range of B/BMSY was slightly greater for MSC

stocks than for non-MSC stocks, and the lower range of B/BMSY

was substantially lower for non-MSC stocks than for MSC

stocks, such that overall variability was greater among non-

MSC stocks.

Mixed-effect model results showed strong statistical support

for a difference between groups, with greater relative biomass

predicted for MSC stocks than for non-MSC stocks in 2018 (b1 =

0.49 ± 0.15, t = 3.37, p < 0.001; Table 4). The influence attributed

to MSC propensity score was statistically significant at a = 0.05

(b2 = -0.62 ± 0.31, z = -1.96, p = 0.0497); this covariate

adjustment counters the influence of b1 such that while MSC

stocks have greater B/BMSY, the overall combined effect is
B

C

D

A

FIGURE 4

Frequency distributions of observed and model-fitted values of relative biomass variables for MSC stocks (n = 82) and non-MSC stocks (n = 95)
in 2018. (A, B) Observed binary classification or predicted probability of biomass above the ‘overfished’ threshold (B > Blim), from portion 1 of the
analysis. (C, D) Observed or predicted B/BMSY, from portion 3 of the analysis, with horizontal axes truncated at 4.5 thereby omitting one MSC
stock with B/BMSY = 7.9. Solid bars (blue for MSC stocks in A, C; grey for non-MSC stocks in B, D) show observed values and hatched bars show
model-fitted values.
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FIGURE 5

Stock status and certification histories of eight MSC stocks for which B/Blim estimates from 2020 ICES Advice Reports were below the
‘overfished’ threshold in 2017 or 2018. B/Blim is shown on log scale with truncated axis at lowest value. Blue circles show estimates from this
recent assessment. Orange triangles show corresponding estimates from the earlier ICES Advice available at the time of certification, with the
exception of two stocks for which biomass reference point estimates were not available prior to certification. Year of first certification and, if
applicable, years with open conditions or years under suspension related to MSC Principles 1 or 3 are indicated. For four stocks, hatching
indicates the year in which the last remaining linked fishery withdrew from the program. Time series are shown to year 2020 but only values to
year 2018 were included in analyses. ICES stock codes are indicated, corresponding to full names (and RAMLDB stockid codes): (A) Cod–North
Sea, eastern English Channel, and Skagerrak (CODIIIaW-IV-VIId); (B) Sole–North Sea (SOLENS); (C) Sandeel Area 2r–Skagerrak, central and
southern North Sea (SEELNSSA2); (D) Herring spring spawners–Skagerrak, Kattegat, and western Baltic (HERR2224IIIa); (E) Herring–West of
Scotland and West of Ireland (HERRVIaVIIbc), which consists of two sub-stocks that were assessed separately prior to 2016, with pre-
certification estimates specific to the sub-stock in area VIa (North); (F) Herring–Irish Sea, Celtic Sea, and southwest of Ireland (HERRSIRS);
(G) Sardine–Cantabrian Sea and Atlantic Iberian waters (SARDPVIIIc-IXa); and (H) Seabass–central and southern North Sea, Irish Sea, English
Channel, Bristol Channel, and Celtic Sea (EBASSIVbc-VII).
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somewhat diminished because these same stocks also have

greater MSC propensity. Accounting for the propensity of

certification and for region as a random effect, model

predictions for B/BMSY (Figures 4C, D) were greater than the

observed medians (Figure 7) for both MSC and non-MSC
Frontiers in Marine Science 14
groups, a result of the model’s log-link error structure

assumed for untransformed B/BMSY values. Frequency

distributions of fitted values of B/BMSY were narrower than

those for observed values (Figures 4C, D), with a clear

difference between groups in fitted values. Group means of B/
BA

FIGURE 6

Time series of relative biomass (B/BMSY) of (A) MSC stocks (n = 81) and (B) non-MSC stocks (n = 93) for years 2000-2018. B/BMSY is shown on
log scale with truncated axis at lowest value. Lines show individual stocks. For MSC stocks, grey portions of lines represent pre-certification
years and blue portions represent post-certification years. Red points indicate years in which nine MSC stocks were under suspension related to
MSC Principles 1 or 3. Black squares indicate years in which and thereafter four of these MSC stocks withdrew from the program while under
suspension. Target (BMSY at 1) and limit (Blim at 0.5) reference point thresholds are shown for comparison. Blue and grey shading over years
2014-2018 highlights the focal period shown in Figure 7.
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BMSY predicted values showed a difference of 0.49 between

groups (Table 4).
Sensitivity analyses

None of the general patterns observed in the main statistical

analyses differed substantially from any of the sensitivity

analyses conducted. For both portion 1 (Table 3) and portion

3 (Table 4) of the analysis, the relative magnitudes of the ‘MSC/

non-MSC effect’ were generally similar across main and

sensitivity analyses. This is evident from both the z-values or

t-values associated with b1 as well as from the differences in

group means of predicted probabilities or fitted values. The most
Frontiers in Marine Science 15
notable exception was observed for Sensitivity 4 of portion 1 of

the analysis, for which the difference between MSC and non-

MSC groups was not statistically significant (though still in the

same direction; z = 0.49, p = 0.62; Table 3). Among all sensitivity

analyses, this one had the lowest sample size (77 stocks,

compared to 177 in the main analysis), and was the only

sensitivity analysis with unrepresented regions for the random

effect (stocks were available for only three of the six regions).

This number of random effect categories in Sensitivity 4 falls

below typical best-practices guidelines (Bolker et al., 2009), so

the apparent difference with the main analysis should be

interpreted with caution.

Aside from Sensitivity 4, the greatest differences in model

predictions between the main analysis and sensitivity analyses
BA

FIGURE 7

Relative biomass (B/BMSY) of (A) MSC stocks (n = 81) and (B) non-MSC stocks (n = 95) for years 2014-2018. B/BMSY is shown on log scale with
truncated axis at lowest value. Percentiles of the distributions across stocks in each group are shown by successive shading levels; 100%
intervals represent the full range, and 50% intervals range from the 25th to the 75th percentiles across stocks. Median values are overlaid. Target
(BMSY) and limit (Blim) reference point thresholds are shown for comparison.
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were observed for Sensitivity 3, particularly at both extremes of

profiled values. As the conversion factor used in Equation 1b

increased from 0.2 (Sensitivity 3a) to 0.8 (Sensitivity 3f), the

predicted proportions of stocks with B > Blim decreased overall

(Table 3) and predicted B/BMSY increased overall (Table 4), but

in both analyses the differences between MSC and non-MSC

groups were maintained. In portion 1 of the analysis, the

estimated effect of MSC propensity was weak in the main

analysis and all sensitivity analyses (represented by coefficient

b2 in Table 3). In portion 3 of the analysis, the estimated effect of

MSC propensity was statistically significant at a = 0.05 in the

main analysis, and stronger in some sensitivity analyses while

weaker in others, but in all cases b2 had a weaker effect than b1
(Table 4). Conditional modes of random effects occasionally

varied across sensitivity analyses, particularly for Sensitivity 3

and Sensitivity 4. This is likely the result of regional variation in

the composition of stocks with either BMSY or Blim available prior

to conversions, as stocks in the two European regions mostly

tended to have Blim available, while stocks in other regions
Frontiers in Marine Science 16
mostly tended to have BMSY available. Overall, general

conclusions about differences in relative biomass measures

between MSC stocks and non-MSC stocks appear to be robust

to alternative assumptions for filtering and transforming

input data.
Discussion

In this study, we showed associations between measures of

stock status and fishery certification status for marine fish and

invertebrate populations around the world. Specifically, we

compared estimates of relative biomass between stocks

targeted by MSC-certified fisheries and stocks targeted only by

non-MSC fisheries. After controlling for the propensity of

certification, we showed that, on average, MSC stocks had

greater biomass relative to MSY-based reference points and

were less likely to be overfished compared to non-MSC stocks.

Results of the B/BMSY comparison between MSC and non-MSC
TABLE 4 Generalized linear mixed-effect model results from main analysis and sensitivity analyses for portion 3 of the analysis, comparing B/BMSY

in 2018 between MSC stocks and non-MSC stocks.

Metric Main
analysis

Sens.
1

Sens.
2

Sens.
3a

Sens.
3b

Sens.
3c

Sens.
3d

Sens.
3e

Sens.
3f

Sens.
4

Sens.
5

Number of stocks

MSC 82 82 80 82 82 82 82 82 82 39 81

Non-MSC 95 95 85 95 95 95 95 95 95 65 71

Coefficient estimates (± standard error)

b0 Estimate 0.00 0.01 -0.01 -0.41 -0.25 -0.12 0.11 0.20 0.33 -0.26 0.04

SE 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.11 0.43 0.15

t-value 0.01 0.02 -0.02 -0.98 -0.61 -0.28 0.25 0.46 2.86 -0.60 0.29

b1 Estimatea 0.49 0.50 0.51 0.75 0.67 0.58 0.41 0.34 0.33 0.82 0.46

SE 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.17 0.17

t-value 3.37 3.43 3.41 5.42 4.82 4.09 2.74 2.23 1.93 4.77 2.69

b2 Estimateb -0.62 -0.60 -0.58 -1.01 -0.87 -0.74 -0.51 -0.41 0.10 -1.09 -0.30

SE 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.35 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.27 0.44 0.30

t-value -1.96 -1.92 -1.90 -2.93 -2.68 -2.34 -1.60 -1.28 0.38 -2.48 -0.98

Random effect conditional modes

Europe (EU) -0.05 -0.05 -0.06 -0.52 -0.32 -0.17 0.06 0.15 0.06 -0.09 -0.09

Europe (non-
EU)

0.32 0.31 0.06 0.01 0.13 0.23 0.40 0.47 0.40 0.38 0.14

US Alaska 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.52 0.40 0.30 0.16 0.10 0.16 0.34 0.05

Canada -0.17 -0.09 -0.16 -0.05 -0.10 -0.14 -0.19 -0.20 -0.19 -0.26 -0.10

South
America

-0.37 -0.41 -0.37 -0.22 -0.28 -0.33 -0.41 -0.45 -0.41 -0.43 -0.14

Other
(pooled)

0.05 0.04 0.09 0.26 0.18 0.11 -0.01 -0.07 -0.01 0.06 0.17

Group means of back-transformed fitted values of B/BMSY in 2018

MSC 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.13 1.28 1.42 1.69 1.83 1.96 1.74 1.58

Non-MSC 1.07 1.07 1.06 0.76 0.86 0.96 1.17 1.28 1.38 0.89 1.05
frontie
aReference group is non-MSC, thus b1 represents the MSC marginal effect relative to non-MSC stocks.
bb2 represents the influence of MSC propensity score, with scores re-centred around mean prior to analysis.
Fixed-effect coefficients and conditional modes of random effects are estimated in log space (Equation 4).
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stocks are consistent with earlier findings (Gutiérrez et al., 2012)

which were based on a more limited set of certified fisheries and

assessed stocks (Figure 1). Our results provide a more

comprehensive and up-to-date comparison among fisheries of

different certification status in regions around the world.

Our results confirm that MSC certification is a credible

indicator that the marine fish and invertebrate populations

targeted by certified fisheries meet a highly regarded set of best-

practice requirements around sustainable fishing. In theory, the

claim of credibility is supported by a series of successive

consequences enacted if certain benchmarks are not met: if target

stock biomass falls below the management target BMSY, the linked

fisheries receive a condition to incentivise rebuilding; if biomass falls

further below the overfishing limit Blim, the fisheries targeting the

stock become suspended. Annual surveillance audits for these

indicators ensure that the most recent available scientific

estimates of population status are used. The theory around

credibility was supported by observed results. After certification,

most stocks linked toMSC fisheries had biomass greater than target

levels, or else fluctuated around target levels while remaining above

the limit reference point (Figure 6). When the biomass of MSC

stocks did occasionally drop below the overfished threshold (which

was infrequent compared to non-MSC stocks), suspensions of

certification ensued (Figure 6). To avoid suspension, certified

fisheries’ harvester groups may, as stakeholders in national or

regional fisheries management systems, be incentivised to aid in

the rebuilding of declining or depleted stocks in order to ensure

continual fishing seasons. We turn now to a primary cause of these

infrequent occurrences of MSC stock biomass falling below Blim.

Five of the eight MSC stocks which had relative biomass

estimated to be below the ‘overfished’ threshold in at least one of

the years 2017 or 2018 (Table 2; Figures 5A-E) are exemplars of

retrospective changes in stock assessment results (Mohn, 1999;

Hurtado-Ferro et al., 2015). For these stocks, estimates of B/Blim that

were available at the time of certification were all greater than 1,

were all greater than the more recent estimates of B/Blim for those

earlier corresponding years, and were all greater than the more

recent estimates of B/Blim in 2017 and 2018. It is common (and

desirable) for stock assessment outputs to be revised as more data

become available and methods are refined. Some stock status

revisions result from estimated changes in the state, e.g., B, while

others result from estimated changes in the magnitude of biological

reference points, e.g., Blim or BMSY (Silvar-Viladomiu et al., 2021). It

is inevitable that stock biomass will fluctuate and, in some cases,

may even decrease below an overfished threshold in the absence of

fishing (e.g., McClatchie et al., 2017). In response to these changes,

fisheries management agencies aim to respond rapidly. Likewise,

the MSC program incentivises fisheries to contribute to

improvements in the management of fisheries and sustainability

status of stocks, through the imposition of conditions or

suspensions until sustainability benchmarks are once again

achieved (Agnew et al., 2013). Four of these five MSC stocks had

suspensions begin within three years after first certification, once it
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was detected in revised stock assessments that relative biomass was

or had been below the overfished threshold (Figures 5A, C–E).

Biomass of the fifth stock, North Sea sole, has fluctuated near Blim
since certification, and was estimated in the 2020 stock assessment

to be slightly above this threshold in 2020 (ICES, 2021c); a

rebuilding condition has been in place since 2019 (Figure 5B).

Four stocks had biomass decline from above Blim to below Blim
within 1-8 years of certification; for all of these, suspensions started

soon after the revised biomass estimates suggested a decline, and

fisheries linked to these stocks eventually withdrew from the MSC

program while under suspension (Figures 5E-H). In general, these

patterns reflect that fisheries engaged in the MSC program are

required to respond promptly to act on revised estimates of the

sustainability status of targeted stocks.

Our main findings are consistent with some earlier studies but

inconsistent with others; we note again that previous studies all

relied on a more limited dataset. Similar conclusions were reached

with regards to MSC’s credibility (Gutiérrez et al., 2012; MSC, 2016;

MSC, 2017) and differences between MSC and non-MSC stocks

(Gutiérrez et al., 2012). On the other hand, Froese and Proelss

(2012) and Opitz et al. (2016) reached different conclusions

regarding MSC’s credibility. As discussed in Agnew et al. (2013);

Froese and Proelss (2012) failed to use a conventional definition for

‘overfished’ and to consider BMSY as a dynamic state around which

stocks fluctuate. Further, they misidentified some MSC stocks and

failed to recognise that the MSC program imposed rebuilding

conditions. Opitz et al. (2016), though using a more conventional

definition of overfished, failed to examine retrospective patterns in

biomass estimates, did not consider whether any conditions or

suspensions had already been imposed on the MSC-linked stocks

identified as being fished outside of safe biological limits, and

examined only North-eastern Atlantic stocks for which ICES

advice was available. Further, they lacked a comparator even by

the broad criteria set in Arton et al. (2020), thus did not test the

relevance of theMSC program through comparison with non-MSC

stocks. Not all agree on the definition offisheries sustainability used

by the MSC (e.g., Froese and Proelss, 2013), on some of the

processes involved in certification (e.g., Christian et al., 2013;

versus Brown et al., 2016), or whether the MSC provides the

right incentive to drive change (e.g., Komives et al., 2018;

compared to Roheim et al., 2018). Here we do not debate the

merits of these definitions or processes, but instead suggest that

stocks targeted by MSC-certified fisheries reliably meet the stock

status requirements under Principle 1 of the Standard; these

requirements were set to align with Article 61 of the United

Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS, 1982) and

follow the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries

(FAO, 1995).

Stock biomass and corresponding target and limit reference

points represent only some of the information that managers

must consider when grappling with decisions that often involve

trade-offs among competing objectives. Different benchmarks,

for example considering BMSY as a limit rather than a target, or
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alternatives to MSY-based quantities such as maximum

economic yield or focus on nutrient provision (Robinson et al.,

2022), all involve societal as well as biological considerations that

we do not address in this study. More broadly, best-practice

management extends beyond evaluating single-population

measures of relative biomass, also considering wider impacts

of fishing activities on food webs and ecosystems. Many such

considerations are addressed in Principle 2 of the Standard,

which were not addressed in the work presented here.

Fisheries which achieve MSC certification must meet a high

standard for relative biomass in order to be certified in the first

place; their relative biomass levels and trends (along with levels of

fishing pressure and other requirements) tend to be among those

that are already best-managed or fished within sustainable levels.

Certification is not random among stocks, high relative biomass

enables fisheries to be certified, i.e. fisheries ‘self-select’ into

certification (Thorson et al., 2015). Accounting for the propensity

of certification in analyses aimed to reduce this self-selection bias

(Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983). MSC propensity was strongly

influenced by average catch, as stocks with greater catches were

more likely to be linked to MSC-certified fisheries. Similarly, stock

catch was a strong predictor of the probability of US stocks to be

scientifically assessed for the first time (Neubauer et al., 2018) and of

the probability of stocks to be managed under catch share systems

in regions around the world (Melnychuk et al., 2012). Neubauer

et al. (2018) also found ex-vessel price to have a strong positive effect

on the probability of first assessment, but here we detected only a

weak effect of price on the probability of certification, counter to

expectations. Akin to the likelihood of inter-relationships between

biomass and certification, there are likely to be inter-relationships

between price and certification with influences occurring in both

directions; future work analysing price time series with respect to

the timing of certificationmay reveal clearer patterns between them.

The results presented in this study should not be taken as

evidence of causal influence of certification on relative biomass or

risk of overfishing. First, although we aimed to control for the self-

selection bias inherent in fisheries certification by accounting for

MSC propensity, these are still observational data and certification

is not independent of relative biomass. Identification strategies such

as the one we used do not provide the same rigour for identifying

causal effects as would a randomised control trial, and the possibility

of inverse causality to at least some extent remains. Second, we did

not simultaneously account for other factors which may influence

both stock status and the propensity to become certified. In other

words, an observed pattern between stock status and certification

status does not imply causation, as the associationmay result from a

common influence. For example, some taxonomic groups of fishes

or invertebrates may be more likely to exhibit large fluctuations in

biomass (McClatchie et al., 2017), which in turn may make them

less likely to become certified or to remain certified because

estimating MSY-based reference points and demonstrating

continued adherence to related requirements in the Standard

become more challenging. Similarly, some fisheries management
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measures may affect both stock status and the propensity offisheries

becoming certified; this could lead to a correlation without any

underlying mechanism of causality. Third, such ‘snapshot’

comparisons that do not account for temporal dynamics of either

MSC stocks or control stocks do not provide the ability to relate

potential interannual changes in stock status to the timing of

changes in certification status. Time series methods can be used

in future studies to evaluate differences in relative biomass before

and after certification while accounting for similar baseline changes

over time in the biomass of non-MSC stocks; baseline changes are

likely given that average biomass of assessed stocks around the

world has generally increased over the past two decades (Hilborn

et al., 2020; Melnychuk et al., 2020). All three of these issues are

commonly encountered in fisheries and ecological studies,

particularly in observational data when random assignment of

observational units into treatment groups is prohibitive. Future

work could address these challenges and, with time series methods,

attempt to better identify the potential influence of fisheries

certification (along with other potential co-varying influences

such as environmental or management changes) on changes in

the status of fish stocks.

Despite the challenges of demonstrating causal influence of

factors like certification in observational studies such as ours, we

nevertheless observed differences between MSC stocks and non-

MSC stocks. Further, this could be considered a conservative

analysis because we only compared stocks for which formal

assessments exist, representing a subset of commercially-landed

species that is likely to be better managed (Melnychuk et al., 2020).

Greater differences would be expected if an analysis were to also

include themany non-MSC stocks for which no biological reference

points have been estimated because the sustainability status of those

other stocks is, on average, likely poorer (Costello et al., 2016).

Whether or not certification has any causal influence on biomass,

the observation holds that stocks considered to be overfished (with

B < Blim) are much less likely to be targeted by MSC-certified

fisheries. This observation is key for providing the credibility claim

that seafood products sold with the MSC ecolabel are from

sustainably-fished populations. The rare occurrences when MSC

stocks had biomass that fell below the overfished threshold in recent

years usually resulted from retrospective changes in scientific advice

from stock assessments (Mohn, 1999; Hurtado-Ferro et al., 2015).

Once the updated advice was released showing that relative

abundance was lower than previously thought, conditions of

certification and, if necessary, suspensions were imposed

following an expedited audit. That is, fisheries within the MSC

program promptly responded to ensure that targeted stocks are

fished within sustainable limits and, if they do fall below

precautionary management thresholds, are fished at levels

expected to enable rebuilding. Our analysis highlights the

complexity of addressing a continuous range of levels reflecting

the sustainability status of a harvested natural resource through a

certification system that, by definition, only assigns a binary

certified or not-certified status. This is further complicated by the
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need to rely on what is best available scientific advice at the time,

which can sometimes be revised in light of new information. Our

approach to testing credibility may be expanded to consider these

nuances explicitly and verify other sustainability claims. Our work

provides a foundation for further analyses seeking to attribute

causes of changes in stock sustainability measures to competing

potential influences, including certification.
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